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Abstract—Mixed-criticality architectures with support for
modular certification make the integration of application subsystems with different safety assurance levels both technically and
economically feasible. Strict segregation of these subsystems is a
key requirement to avoid fault propagation and unintended sideeffects due to integration. Also, mixed-criticality architectures
must deal with the heterogeneity of subsystems that differ not
only in their criticality, but also in the underlying computational
models and the timing requirements. Non safety-critical subsystems often demand adaptability and support for dynamic system
structures, while certification standards impose static configurations for safety-critical subsystems. Several aspects such as time
and space partitioning, heterogeneous computational models and
adaptability were individually addressed at different integration
levels including distributed systems, the chip-level and software
execution environments. However, a holistic architecture for the
seamless mixed-criticality integration encompassing distributed
systems, multi-core chips, operating systems and hypervisors is
an open research problem. This paper describes the state-ofthe-art of mixed-criticality systems and discusses the ongoing
research within the European project DREAMS on a hierarchical
mixed-criticality platform with support for strict segregation of
subsystems, heterogeneity and adaptability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many application areas such as avionics, industrial control, or healthcare there is an increasing trend for integrating
functions with different certification assurance levels using a
shared computing platform. For example, healthcare systems
encompass monitoring functions for observing the patient’s
vital signs at home or at a point of care to clinicians. These
services are vital for treatment and a critical aspect of the
patient’s safety needs, while they can be combined with less
critical applications such as multimedia and entertainment.
Mixed-criticality is the concept of allowing applications
at different levels of criticality to seamlessly interact and
coexist on the same networked distributed computing platform. Mixed-criticality systems must meet multiple assurance
requirements up to the highest criticality levels (e.g., DAL A
in RTCA DO-178B [1], ASILD in ISO26262, SIL4 in EN
ISO/IEC 61508 [2]). The foundations for this integration are
mechanisms for temporal and spatial partitioning [3], which
establish fault containment and the absence of unintended sideeffects between components. Partitions encapsulate resources
temporally (e.g., latency, jitter, duration of availability during
a scheduled access) and spatially (e.g., prevent components
from altering code or private data in other partitions).
Partitioning is a prerequisite for modular certification, where
each application subsystem is certified to the respective level
of criticality [4]. Also, generic arguments of a verified platform

can be used bottom-up as part of the safety-case [5]. Here, the
overall safety-case results from the composition of the safety
arguments of the individual subsystems.
Mechanisms for temporal and spatial partitioning have been
introduced at various levels including software execution environments, distributed systems and multi-core chips.
Hypervisors are layers of software that exploit the features
of the hardware platform to establish independent software
execution environments. Several virtualization solutions can be
distinguished [6] such as full virtualization, operating-system
virtualization support and bare metal hypervisors.
Temporal and spatial partitioning was also addressed in
communication networks at chip level and in distributed
systems. Time-triggered networks use Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) to establish virtual communication links
where components cannot interfere with the interactions of
other components in the value and time domain. TTNoC [7]
and AEthereal [8] are examples of time-triggered on-chip
networks with support for temporal and spatial partitioning.
Examples of time-triggered communication protocols at the
level of distributed systems are TTEthernet, SAFEbus, TTP
and FlexRay [9]. Event-triggered protocols establish a weaker
degree of temporal partitioning, since they do not render
the temporal behaviour of a component fully independent
from other components. Event-triggered protocols establish
bounded mutual effects of different application subsystems
(e.g., AFDX [10]).
Multi-core chips represent a major challenge to their adoption in mixed-criticality systems, because of unintended interference among cores in the use of shared resources such as
memories, caches, bus arbitration policies and input/output.
These resources introduce a significant source of indeterminism in the execution time analysis and they make multi-core
processors harder to analyse than single-core processors. In
particular, there is no clear understanding how interference
between cores affects timing analysis, which is of paramount
importance for safety-critical systems.
This paper discusses the state-of-the-art and ongoing research on mixed-criticality architectures at different integration levels ranging from distributed systems to multi-core
chips. The starting point is the discussion of fundamental requirements of mixed-criticality systems in Section II.
Mixed-criticality integration using operating systems and hypervisors is the focus of Section III. Section IV gives an
overview of multi-core architectures for mixed-criticality systems. Distributed-system architectures with communication

networks supporting temporal and spatial partitioning are
addressed in Section V. Section VI highlights ongoing research
within the European project DREAMS, which addresses open
research gaps of today’s architectures in order to establish a
mixed-criticality platform for networked multi-core chips.
II. R EQUIREMENTS OF A P LATFORM FOR
M IXED -C RITICALITY S YSTEMS
This section discusses fundamental requirements of a platform for mixed-criticality systems in order to independently
develop and integrate heterogeneous application subsystems
of different safety-assurance levels and to enable modular
certification.
A. Partitioning
Logically, a mixed-criticality systems consists of application
subsystems with corresponding criticality levels (e.g., steerby-wire, powertrain, comfort in a car), which can be further decomposed into components (e.g., engine control and
transmission control in case of the powertrain subsystem).
A platform for mixed-criticality systems provides resources
for the execution of multiple application subsystems and their
components. For each component, the platform must provide
an execution environment with corresponding resources (e.g.,
processing, memory, input/output). Depending on the platform
the execution environment can be a node computer in a
distributed system, a processor core of a multi-core chip or
a (software) partition established by a hypervisor.
Partitioning ensures the independence of these execution
environments regardless of design faults affecting the components. Hence, a component within a partition is a Fault
Containment Region (FCR) [11] that delimits the immediate
impact of a fault. Other components can only be affected by
faulty inputs and not via shared resources such as the same
underlying processor core.
Spatial partitioning ensures that one FCR cannot alter the
code or private data of another FCR. Spatial partitioning
also prevents a FCR from interfering with control of external
devices (e.g., actuators) of other FCRs.
Temporal partitioning ensures that a FCR cannot affect the
ability of other FCRs to access shared resources, such as
the common network or a shared processor. This includes
the temporal behavior of the services provided by resources
(e.g., latency, jitter, duration of availability during a scheduled
access).
A primary goal of temporal and spatial partitioning is
the support for modular certification [4]. In order to limit
certification efforts, a mixed-criticality system should allow
the independent certification of different subsystems, instead
of considering the system as an indivisible whole in the certification process. Certification efforts can also be significantly
reduced by separating the safety arguments of the platform
from the applications that build on top of the platform. The
platform can thereby establish a baseline safety argument for
the certification of the overall system [12]. This modular
certification approach is supported by certification standards

(e.g., independent functions in DO-297, compliant items in
IEC-61508 [2]).
The degree of physical integration determines the required
fault-containment capabilities of the platform. If a distributed
computer system is shared among subsystems of different
criticality but every node computer serves only for a single
criticality, then network-level fault containment is sufficient.
In case application code of more than one criticality level is
executed in a node computer, then also fault containment at
chip level and operating-system level are necessary to ensure
partitioning.
Different types of resources need to be considered in temporal and spatial partitioning such as processor cores, memory,
communication resources and input/output resources. Furthermore, partitioning must address significant extra-functional
attributes of the mixed-criticality system such as energy integrity, security and diagnosability.
B. Timing Requirements
Many safety-critical application subsystems are hard realtime control applications, where the achievement of control
stability and safety depends on the completion of activities (like reading of sensor values, performing computations,
communication activities, actuator control) in bounded time.
In such hard real-time systems, missed deadlines represent
system failures with the potential of consequences as serious
as in the case of providing incorrect results. Thus, hard realtime systems must ensure a guaranteed response even in the
case of peak load and fault scenarios. A timing and resource
analysis must assess the worst-case behavior of the system in
terms of communication delays, computational delays, jitter,
end-to-end delays, and temporal interference between different
activities.
In order to simplify this timing and resource analysis,
mixed-criticality platforms should ensure determinism and
temporal independence of safety-critical subsystems from non
safety-critical ones. Temporal predictability and low jitter (i.e.,
difference between maximum and minimum computational
and communication delays) also improves the quality of
control in mixed-criticality systems. Control algorithms can
often be designed to compensate a known delay, whereas jitter
brings an additional uncertainty into a control loop that has
an adverse effect [13]. In case of low jitter or a global timebase with a good precision, state estimation techniques allow
to compensate known delays.
C. Heterogeneity
Mixed-criticality systems consist of heterogeneous application subsystems that differ not only in their criticality, but also
exhibit dissimilar requirements in terms of timing (e.g., firm,
soft, hard, non real-time) and different models of computation
(e.g., dataflow, time-triggered messaging, distributed shared
memory). Also, subsystems can have contradicting requirements for the underlying platform such as different tradeoffs between predictability, certifiability and performance in
processors cores, hypervisors, operating systems and networks.

For example, at chip-level today’s platforms are either
based on the shared memory paradigm or on message-based
networks. The shared memory model simplifies data sharing
and dynamic load distribution. However, shared memories
typically also result in temporal unpredictability, since the
access of components is not preplanned and concurrent access
needs to be resolved dynamically. Message passing eliminates
the communication overhead and hardware complexity of
the coordination protocol needed for cache coherence [14].
Memory hierarchies and coherence protocols significantly
contribute to temporal unpredictability [15]. Message passing
is also superior to shared memories in case of a high computation/communication ratio, which is typical for safety-critical
application subsystems [16].

Mixed-criticality systems encompassing clusters of networked multi-core chips will be required to satisfy resource
requirements exceeding the resources of a single node computer. In addition, today’s technology does not support the
manufacturing of electronic devices with failure rates low
enough to meet the reliability requirements of ultra-dependable
systems. Since failure rates of node computers are usually
in the order of 10−5 to 10−6 , ultra-dependable applications
require the system as a whole to be more reliable than any one
of its node computers. This can only be achieved by utilizing
fault-tolerance strategies that enable the continued operation
of the system in the presence of node failures.

D. Adaptability

The software execution environments for components of
mixed-criticality systems are realized by operating systems
and hypervisors with time and space partitioning. In the temporal domain, partitioning is achieved by applying scheduling
mechanisms that assign available resources to tasks based on
time slots. Spatial partitioning can be achieved by allocating
a partition to a unique address space which is not accessible
by other partitions.
Several software execution environments are available on
the market reaching from bare metal (type 1) hypervisors to
full featured operating systems with the capability of hosting
heterogeneous guest operating systems in their partitions. A
representative set of software execution environments capable
of running mixed-criticality applications is provided in Table I.
PikeOS [21] is a bare metal hypervisor with certified
compliance to safety standards such as DO-178B, EN50128
and IEC61508. It provides a partitioned environment for
multiple operating systems with different criticality levels. The
partitioning is achieved by a PikeOS separation micro-kernel
located in kernel space complemented by the PikeOS system
software in userspace constituting the basis for the separated
partitions on top.
PikeOS combines static resource partitioning and virtualization. It operates with a static configuration of resource allocations which exclusively assigns the different resources (e.g.
memory) to partitions. The architecture of PikeOS ensures that
partitions can only access assigned resources. Spatial isolation of memory resources on the hardware layer is typically
realized by Memory Management Units (MMUs) or Memory
Protection Units (MPUs) for memory access control.
For a strict separation of temporal resources, exactly one
time partition is active at a time. PikeOS uses time partition scheduling at top level combined with a priority-based
FIFO inside a partition. The top level scheduler combines
time and priority-driven scheduling to ensure that hard realtime requirements for critical applications are met while still
providing best effort scheduling for non-critical tasks. The
scheduling configuration itself can be changed on the fly to
provide adaptability for dynamic changes of resources.
Several hardware architectures such as PowerPC, x86,
ARM, MIPS and SparcV8/LEON are supported by PikeOS as

Primarily due to safety concerns, reconfiguration of safetycritical subsystems is often reduced to selecting system-wide
modes out of statically defined scheduling tables, which impairs the flexibility of resource management, but provides
good analyzability and determinism. An important use case
requiring adaptability in safety-critical subsystems is adaptive
fault-tolerance based on spare resources or analytic redundancy [17].
Non safety-critical subsystem often demand higher flexibility and dynamic system structures, where components enter
and leave at run-time, interact among each other in variable
setups and realize different global application services.
A mixed-criticality system should support the reconfiguration upon foreseen and unforeseen changes in its operational and environmental conditions. Therefore, platforms
require autonomous detection mechanisms for operational and
environmental changes (e.g., monitoring deadlines, overload
detection). Adaptability mechanisms have to safely reconfigure
the system, without interrupting or interfering with the behavior of subsystems that are not subject to the reconfiguration
activities. It is critical to complete the reconfiguration activities
within bounded time and with predictable results, which is
also known as the problem of assured reconfiguration [17].
It is also necessary to consistently switch between different
configurations, where relevant internal state must be preserved.
Intermediate configurations need to be avoided where parts of
the systems are in the new configuration, while other parts
remain in the old configuration.
E. Multiple Integration Levels
Many mixed-criticality systems encompass multiple integration levels ranging from multi-core processors managed by
operating systems with time and space partitioning [18] to
multi-cluster distributed systems.
There is a trend towards the widespread use of multi-core
processors in safety-relevant embedded systems [19], although
in safety-relevant industrial applications typically only one
core is used when highly-critical tasks are involved [20]. For
instance, this misuse is to prevent delays in concurrent access
to caches by the different cores.

III. M IXED -C RITICALITY I NTEGRATION USING
O PERATING S YSTEMS AND H YPERVISORS

well as multi-core systems since version 3.1. Different guest
operating systems (e.g., Linux, Android, RTEMS, OSEK) can
be hosted inside the partitions as well as applications. On
application level, PikeOS provides support for different APIs,
such as POSIX, real-time Java and Ada. PikeOS is used in the
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) of the Airbus A350.
VxWorks [22] is a networked real-time operating system that
has been designed to be applied to distributed environments.
It is conformant to the requirements of safety standards such
as DO-178C/EUROCAE ED-12C Level A, ARINC 653 and
IEC 61508. Spatial partitioning is achieved by using memoryprotected containers for the partitions that are based on virtual
memory contexts. These contexts are managed by VxWorks
and use the processor’s MMU to map them to the physical
address space and to restrict access. Different options are
provided for inter-task communication as for instance message
queues, shared memory, sockets or pipes.
Temporal partitioning is achieved similarly to PikeOS by
applying time preemptive scheduling mechanisms. In case of
VxWorks, priority-based scheduling is combined with roundrobin scheduling. This two-level scheduling architecture works
with a low overhead of context switching between partitions.
The schedule is static in contrast to PikeOS but a change of
task priorities is possible at runtime.
VxWorks runs on different hardware architectures (e.g.,
Intel i960, Intel i386, MC680x0, MC683xx, R3000, SPARC,
Fujitsu SPARClite) and offers different application related
APIs as for instance POSIX, PSE52, ARINC API, Ada and
C. VxWorks is applied in the Airbus A400M or the iDrive
system of BMW for instance.
LynxOS [23] is another real time operating system that offers
the integration of mixed-criticality applications at executionenvironment level. LynxOS defines virtual machine brick-wall
partitions making it impossible for applications in one partition
to interfere with applications in another one.
Like PikeOS and VxWorks, it provides determinism to
satisfy the hard real-time performance requirements and applies scheduling mechanisms to ensure the temporal isolation
between partitions. The scheduling policy is preemptive and
priority based meaning that the current process is preempted
when a higher priority thread is ready to be executed.
Besides the round-robin scheduling policy which is applied
by VxWorks, LynxOS also offers quantum and FIFO policies.
This offers the possibility to use dynamic time-slicing for
the execution of tasks. Spatial isolation and the protection
of private data of the partitions is guaranteed by using a
hardware MMU for managing memory access. Adaptability of
the memory allocation of a partition at runtime is not supported
since it is fixed at design time and the configured memory size
may not be changed during system execution.
The operating system is available for x86, ARM and PowerPC platforms and supports different APIs such as POSIX,
C++, Ada and Java. Application examples for LynxOS are
avionics (e.g., F-35 joint strike fighter) and healthcare (e.g.,
radiotherapy).
The bare-metal hypervisor XtratuM [24] was designed for

safety-critical real-time systems. It uses para-virtualization of
the underlying hardware and encapsulates applications and
guest operating systems in strongly separated partitions. Two
types of partitions are supported: System partitions can manage as well as monitor the state of the overall system, while
the other partitions serve for applications and hosted operating
systems.
Spatial separation is achieved by allocating the virtual
memory space of partitions to independent physical memory
regions. Hence, a partition only has access to its own memory
area and may not influence other partitions. XtratuM uses
a MMU or a MPU to establish the memory separation at
hardware level.
The basic architecture of XtratuM defines three layers: a
hardware-dependent layer provides drivers for the underlying
hardware, an internal-service layer is used only by the XtratuM
core services, and a virtualization-service layer connects the
para-virtualization services to the partitions.
Temporal partitioning is achieved by fixed cyclic scheduling
for the different partitions. Inter-partition scheduling is handled
in a hierarchic way by the application or the guest operating
system that provides an internal implementation of its own
scheduling algorithm.
Several hardware architectures are supported by XtratuM
such as x86, LEON2 and LEON3 (SPARC v8), ARM CortexR4F. An XtratuM Abstraction Layer (XAL) offers support for
bare-C applications. Also guest operating systems based on
Linux (x86) or RTEMS may be installed in partitions. Furthermore, POSIX, ARINC-653 and Ada APIs are supported.
IV. M IXED -C RITICALITY I NTEGRATION IN M ULTI -C ORE
P ROCESSORS
Many mixed-criticality systems involve high performance
embedded computing applications [25], which require significant computational power from the underlying platform.
Since the performance of single core processors has reached
its boundaries [26], architectures with multi-core processors
are becoming a design choice for embedded systems.
On the other hand, multi-core systems usually have a more
complex hardware architecture. Typical sources of indeterminism are caches, buses and shared memories making the system
less predictable and complicating the computation of worstcase execution times.
These challenges are addressed by deterministic chip-level
architectures that allow to map mixed-criticality applications
to multi-core processors. An overview of the state-of-theart architectures from different research projects is given in
Table II. The different architectural approaches are classified
similarly to the software execution environments in Section III.
Temporal and spatial partitioning at chip-level are considered
in the first category. Of interest in regard to timing are the
applied communication models (e.g., shared memory, NoC),
the timing models (e.g., periodic, aperiodic, sporadic) and the
temporal guarantees (e.g., bounded latency, jitter).
Heterogeneity is important with respect to the supported
computational models (e.g., time-triggered, data flow, client-
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TABLE I
E XECUTION ENVIRONMENTS

server) and supported implementation technologies (e.g., types
of cores). Multi-core architectures enable adaptability via
runtime reconfiguration of the cores and the Network-on-Chip
(NoC).
GENESYS [27] defines a generic embedded system platform
which was implemented at chip-level in ACROSS [28]. The
hardware architecture provides inherent spatial and temporal segregation combined with determinism based on timetriggered schedules. ACROSS is designed for hard real-time
applications, while also supporting the communication needs
of non safety-critical subsystems. Time-triggered messages are
transported with temporal guarantees as well as minimal delay,
event-triggered messages are transported following the best
effort strategy without specific temporal guarantees and data
streams are intended for multimedia applications. A sparse
global time base is available for all parts of the architecture and
serves as the basis for all time-triggered services. Reconfiguration at runtime is possible using a trusted network authority
that changes the time-triggered communication schedules.
COMPSOC [29] is another architectural approach for
mixed-criticality integration on a multi-core chip. The main
interest of COMPSOC is to establish composability and predictability. Hardware resources, such as processor tiles, NoC
and memory tiles are virtualized to ensure temporal and spatial
isolation. The result is a set of virtual platforms connected
via virtual wires based on the Aethereal NoC [30]. A static
TDM scheme with preemption is used for processor and NoC
scheduling and shared resources have a bounded WCET to ensure determinism. CoMPSOC is independent from the model
of computation used by the application but a reconfiguration
of hardware resources at runtime is not supported.
PARMERASA [31] is the continuation of MERASA [32],
[33] with a focus on multi-cores and the parallel execution of
one application on different cores. The simultaneous execution
of mixed-critical applications (hard and non real-time) is one
of the primary topics.
Guaranteed resource partitions are provided at hardware

level to ensure spatial isolation. Therefore, PARMERASA
uses a clusterized architecture that allows the organisation
of cores in virtual clusters connected by an NoC. A private
memory resource per cluster is foreseen in this architecture.
The NoC uses a TDMA hardware arbitration scheme. For
strict separation, all I/O devices are implemented as memory
mapped I/O with registers directly accessible by the NoC.
Shared memories are part of the architecture to allow the
exchange and shared access to large input data for different
cores. Furthermore, PARMERASA provides a hardware architecture that simplifies WCET analysis based on predictable
cache coherence mechanisms to ensure determinism.
The architecture proposed by IDAMC [34], [35] is used
in ARAMIS as well as RECOMP. It focusses on a many
core model and is fully synthesizeable. Spatial isolation is
achieved by address translation and the assignment of virtual
channels for communication. Isolation in the temporal domain
is ensured by arbitration mechanisms for all shared resources.
Partitioning is realized at tile level with a system controller
reserving the resources for each application. A tile can have
up to 16 cores and each tile is part of a node, which consists
of four tiles and a central supervising system controller. The
overall architecture supports up to 64 nodes. Tiles include
one or more multi-processor cores, on-chip memory, DDR2
based memory with a dedicated controller as well as other
peripherals interconnected via a bus-based subsystem.
The platform is based on the Globally-Asynchronous
Locally-Synchronous (GALS) approach with an NoC composed of nodes that support different topologies (e.g., mesh,
ring, star, tree). Each of the nodes contains a router that
serves as the interconnect to the tiles of the node. Quality
of Service (QoS) guarantees are provided for multiple traffic
classes including bandwidth and latency properties for safetycritical applications.
A back suction mechanism [36] improves the latency for
non-critical applications. It is able to exploit the predictable
traffic patterns of the safety-critical applications. As a result,

the throughput of non-safety-critical applications is enhanced
while guarantees for safety-critical parts are still provided.
Furthermore, the system controller acting as a trusted entity
supervises all safety-related features. It is the only instance
with access to configuration tables of the safety-critical functions. To adapt to changes of running applications, the system
controller can change the configuration of shared resources
during runtime.
V. M IXED -C RITICALITY I NTEGRATION IN D ISTRIBUTED
S YSTEMS
In the avionic domain, Distributed Integrated Modular
Avionics (DIMA) introduces the concepts and guidelines for
mixed-criticality integration based on distributed systems.
DIMA is an evolutionary step beyond IMA by combining
concepts of federated and integrated avionic systems.
IMA was based on centralized racks with standardized
hardware for the sharing of cabine’s computational and input/output resources for multiple avionic functions. In contrast, DIMA physically distributes integrated modules and
connects them using a fault-tolerant real-time communication
system [37]. Hence, the avionic electronic system is separated
into integration areas such as cockpit, flight control and
engines [38].
The communication in DIMA needs to support temporal
and spatial partitioning between integrated modules. Therefore, suitable communication protocols like Avionics Full
DupleX Switched Ethernet (AFDX) [10] are used. In addition,
the communication system must support fault-tolerance such
as active redundancy (e.g., self-checking pairs, triple modular
redundancy) and replicated communication channels.
The timing analysis of AFDX-based systems has been
extensively performed using different formalisms and system
assumptions. For example, end-to-end communication with
multi-cluster AFDX systems has been analyzed based on
the Network Calculus (NC) [39]. A trajectory approach was
proposed for reduced pessimism in worst-case bounds [40].
Deterministic and stochastic petri nets were used to model
event messages and periodic communication in AFDX [41],
[42].
An objective of DIMA is to avoid heterogeneity by introducing standardized distributed processing units. These include
Core Processing Modules (CPMs) with processing capabilities, as well as Core Processing I/O Modules (CPIOMs)
with processing and I/O resources. Heterogeneity is addressed
by technology-transparency, which is based on hardwareindependent interfaces [38].
Adaptability is supported by DIMA based on reconfiguration mechanisms. The purpose of reconfiguration in DIMA
is to to reassign functions inside the physical architecture.
For example, the use of computational and communication resources is optimized during different mission phases. Another
goal is to preserve the availability of critical services upon
the occurrence of hardware failures [38]. Therefore, resource
management modes are introduced that refer to the resource
allocation management based on resource demands [38].

A key aspect is the virtual backplane with its Virtual Links
(VLs), which is configurable using software. Thereby, the
virtual backplane can react to changes in operating modes and
react to faults. The reconfiguration is typically performed in a
preconfigured manner for certification reasons.
Different integration levels are partly addressed in DIMA.
DIMA supports the link to the operating system and hypervisor level. The establishment of software partitions and the
communication between partitions is based on message-based
channels in sampling and queuing modes [43]. Also, different
clusters with distinct communication networks can be coupled
with remote data concentrators [44]. However, the integration
of multi-core architectures in cluster-level architectures is
insufficiently addressed. The previously highlighted aspects
of partitioning, adaptability and real-time are addressed at the
level of off-chip communication networks and at the operating
system level. For example, the seamless virtualization of
resources in networked multi-core chips is currently not solved
in DIMA.
In the automotive domain, mixed-criticality integration using distributed systems is supported based on time-triggered
communication networks. FlexRay is a time-triggered communication protocol with a static segment that supports segregation of the messages from different nodes in the time and value
domains [45]. Local and central guardians protect the message
transmission in static time slots based on a priori knowledge
about the identify of the sender nodes and the predefined
message timing with respect to a global time base. Temporal
and spatial partitioning is also addressed in future Ethernetbased automotive communication networks. For example, a
timing analysis of switched Ethernet topologies for mixedcriticality traffic is done in [46].
VI. DREAMS P ROJECT ON M IXED -C RITICALITY
A RCHITECTURES
This section presents ongoing research on mixed-criticality
systems as part of the European research project DREAMS
(Distributed REal-Time Architecture for Mixed Criticality
Systems)1 , which aims at developing a cross-domain architecture and design tools addressing the research challenges
from Section II. The architecture is cross-domain in nature
and supports multiple domains including avionics, industrial
applications and health-care systems.
An important goal is to close the gap between different integration levels of mixed-criticality systems (i.e., cluster, chip
and software execution environment), while ensuring temporal
and spatial partitioning for computational and communication resources. Resource managers achieve virtualization for
heterogeneous platforms comprising networks with different
communication protocols and topologies, as well as node
computers with different processor cores, operating systems
and input/output resources. In addition, integrated resource
management will result in higher flexibility, adaptability and
energy efficiency.
1 http://dreams-project.eu
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Heterogeneity
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GENESYS
(ACROSS)

Strict temporal and spatial
partitioning at NoC level
based on TDMA, enforced by
the network interfaces

Periodic, time triggered

Restricted to time-triggered
model of computation, agnostic to the types of computational components
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can change the time-triggered
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COMPSOC

Temporal and spatial partitioning through virtualization
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Reconfiguration of hardware
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for
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Spatial isolation by NoC address translation and virtual channel assignment resources, temporal isolation
ensured by arbitration mechanisms for all shared resources

TABLE II
M IXED - CRITICALITY INTEGRATION IN MULTI - CORE ARCHITECTURES

A. Cross-Domain Waistline Architecture with Partitioning and
Real-Time Support
In order to support cross-domain usability and an independent development of platform services, the platform services
of the DREAMS architecture are structured in a waistline as
shown in the left hand side of Figure 1. The core services
are a stable waist encapsulating all those capabilities that are
required in all targeted application domains for the realization
of mixed-criticality systems. These core services also lay the
foundation for exploiting the economies of scale as they can be
implemented in a space and energy efficient way in hardware
for a multitude of application domains. The core services offer
capabilities that are required as the foundation for the construction of higher platform services and application services.
Different underlying implementation options exist for each
of the core services. For example, the core communication
services can be realized using different protocols in NoCs or
off-chip networks.
Four core services are mandatory and part of any instantiation of the DREAMS architecture, since they represent
capabilities that are universally important for mixed-criticality
systems and all considered application domains. The core
services are absolutely necessary to build higher services and
to maintain the desired properties (e.g., temporal and spatial
partitioning, real-time support) of the architecture.
The secure and fault-tolerant global time base of DREAMS
provides to each component a local clock, which is globally
synchronized within the system of networked MPSoCs and
within each MPSoC. The main rational for the provision of
a global time is the ability for the temporal coordination of
activities, the establishment of a deterministic communication
infrastructure and the ability for establishing a relationship
between timestamps from different components.
Another core service is the timely and secure communica-

tion service with time and space partitioning, which enables
the interaction between components using heterogeneous networks for the realization of global mixed-criticality application
services.
For the sharing of processor cores among mixed-criticality
applications, including safety-critical ones, DREAMS offers
timely and secure execution services with time and space
partitioning.
The purpose of integrated resource management is systemwide adaptivity of mixed-criticality applications consuming
several resources via global integrated resource management.
The approach is based on the separation of system-wide
decisions to meet global constraints from the local execution
on individual resources.
B. Multiple Integration Levels
DREAMS supports end-to-end channels over hierarchical,
heterogeneous and mixed-criticality networks. DREAMS introduces gateways for a system perspective of mixed-criticality
applications combining the chip-level and cluster-level. On
the one hand side, DREAMS supports uniform communication between heterogeneous and mixed-criticality networks.
Gateway services enable this horizontal integration at the
cluster-level across different off-chip communication networks
with different protocols (e.g., TTEthernet, EtherCAT, etc.),
different reliabilities (e.g., fault-tolerant networks with media
redundancy and active star couplers, low-cost fieldbus networks). In addition, gateway services between NoCs and offchip networks enable vertical integration through the seamless
communication in hierarchical networks respecting mixedcriticality safety requirements.
The DREAMS architecture incorporates networking building blocks of time-triggered communication networks (e.g.,
network interfaces of NoCs with time-triggered communication plans, time-triggered communication controllers, and star
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couplers) and event-triggered networks (e.g., traffic shaping).
Based on an intelligent communication system with a priori
knowledge about the allowed behaviour of components in the
value and time domain, DREAMS ensures time and space
partitioning.
For the computational resources, DREAMS integrates solutions of different types of hypervisors into a single system
based on different processor clusters on a single chip and
using different nodes at the cluster level. On one hand,
DREAMS supports static scheduling, where an offline tool
creates a schedule with precomputed scheduling decisions
for each point in time. Furthermore, dynamic scheduling is
supported using a quota system in the scheduling of tasks
to limit the consequences of faults. Safety-critical partitions
will establish execution environments that are amenable to
certification and worst-case execution time analysis, whereas
partitions for non safety-critical partitions will provide more
intricate execution environments (e.g., based on Linux). In
addition, the separation between safety-critical and non safetycritical applications will be supported using dedicated on-chip
processor clusters with respective operating systems.
C. Heterogeneity
Another research objective of DREAMS is the support
for heterogeneous application subsystems with different underlying models of computation (in addition to mixedcriticality). Examples of supported models of computation
are dataflow, time-triggered messaging and event-triggered
distributed shared memory.
DREAMS investigates the integration of computational
activities with different timing models and heterogeneous
interaction mechanisms at on-chip and off-chip networks. The
following temporal types of activities are addressed:
• Periodic activities: Such an activity realizes a timetriggered, synchronous repetitive process with an activation period and phase set at the process creation. The
period and phase can be specified with respect to a

system-wide synchronized global time base. In case of
computations, the task is only restarted after it is over
at the next activation period. In case of communication,
the instants of periodic message transmissions are specified by an a priori planned conflict-free communication
schedule to ensure determinism and temporal properties
such as latency, latency jitter, bandwidth, and message
order.
• Sporadic activities: Such an activity is pseudo aperiodic
with a minimum interarrival time in between successive
activations. It realizes an event-triggered, asynchronous
repetitive process. In case of communication, sporadic
messages establish rate-constrained data-flows with a
maximum bandwidth used to provide bounded latency.
• Aperiodic activities: This type of activity is aperiodic and
realizes an asynchronous non-repetitive process triggered
by some external events.
DREAMS combines message-based communication with
the shared memory model. In time intervals not used for
periodic communication, the shared memory model is established on top of message-based NoCs and message-based
off-chip networks. Thereby, application subsystems are able
to exploit programming models based on shared memory,
while temporal and spatial partitioning of the message-based
network infrastructure ensures segregation.
In addition, the waistline architecture supports heterogeneous underlying implementation technologies based on the
technology-independent definition of the core platform services.
D. Adaptability
DREAMS provides services for system-wide adaptivity of
mixed-criticality applications consuming several resources via
global integrated resource management. A Global Resource
Manager (GRM) performs global decisions with information
from resource monitors. It provides new configurations for
Local Resource Managers (LRMs) to virtualize resources

(e.g., partition scheduling tables, resource budgets). The GRM
configuration can include different pre-computed configurations of resources (e.g., time-triggered schedules) or parameter
ranges (e.g., resource budgets). Alternatively, the GRM can
dynamically compute new configurations.
The LRMs adopt the configuration from the GRM at particular resources (e.g., processor core, memory, I/O). Resource
monitors observe the resource availability (e.g., energy) and
the timing of components (e.g., detection of deadline violations). The application behaviour is checked (e.g., stability of
control) and intrusion detection is performed.
VII. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
The state-of-the-art of mixed-criticality architectures provides support for partitioning and real-time guarantees, but
architectures are limited to specific integration levels. Due to
performance requirements of applications and trends of the
semiconductor industry, the importance of multi-core chips
is increasing in mixed-criticality systems. Hypervisors and
operating systems are used for the virtualization of processors
and the establishment of software execution environments. The
integration of mixed-criticality nodes in distributed systems is
enabled by communication networks with built-in partitioning
mechanisms.
At present, a mixed-criticality architecture is missing that
encompasses all of these integration levels. For example,
consider a software component that is located in a partition
established by a hypervisor on a multi-core platform. If this
component requests access to a remote I/O resource on another
chip, then end-to-end virtualization is required involving a
software virtualization layer of the operating system, gateways
between on-chip and off-chip networks (i.e., vertical integration) and possibly gateways between different types of off-chip
networks (i.e., horizontal integration).
Heterogeneity and adaptability are partly supported. Primarily due to safety concerns, reconfiguration of safety-critical
subsystems is often reduced to selecting system-wide modes
out of statically defined scheduling tables, which impairs
the flexibility resource management, but provides good analyzability and determinism. Several operating systems for
mixed-criticality systems support adaptability by changing the
scheduling configuration (e.g., PikeOS) or by changing task
priorities (e.g., VxWorks), while memory and input/output
allocations are typically fixed at design time. Likewise, basic
reconfiguration abilities are supported by architectures for
distributed systems and at chip-level.
An important research problem is the development of specific adaptability mechanisms for mixed-criticality applications
combining static safety-critical applications and dynamic non
safety-critical applications. In addition, safety-critical application subsystems could benefit from adaptability in the form of
certifiable fault recovery strategies.
The research project DREAMS aims at providing contributions to these research challenges based on a mixed-criticality
architecture for networked multi-core chips.
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